
Enhancing Wearable Gait Monitoring Systems: 
Identifying Optimal Kinematic Inputs 

in Typical Adolescents 
Shank angular velocity & acceleration are 

the most robust real-time signals from wearables 
for robotic prosthetics controlled by deep learning

Abstract
Background - Real-time IMU gait data facilitates machine learning for control of 
assistive prosthetics in neurological conditions. In adolescents using wearables 
on different surfaces, evidence has demonstrated spatiotemporal differences, but 
there is a need to measure signal level differences to identify specific kinematic 
signals for reliable use as training inputs for a deep learning model.
Objective– To collect wearable IMU gait signals from adolescents to (1) use 
similarity scores to assess reliable lower limb kinematic signals and (2) identify 
usable signals independent of walking conditions and walking speeds.
Conclusion – To guide future machine learning models for assistive prosthetics 
in pediatric neurological conditions, we report the two specific raw signal 
kinematics in children (shank angular velocity and acceleration) that demonstrate 
the least variability in switching between treadmill and outdoors. Using an 
uncommonly large dataset for adolescents wearing IMUs, new concepts to the 
literature introduced here are: (a) segmented bands of similarity, (b) 
subject-defined similarity control group, and (c) statistical method of paired 
comparison to evaluate similarity scores. 

Materials & Methods

Results
Similarity scores: Two specific signals stand out in both combined & 
paired comparison similarity scoring:

- Acceleration X (SI axis) shank & Angular Velocity Y (ML axis) shank
- High/middle/low similarity banding identified:

- Paired comparison similarity highest with these 2 signals with control 
group (side-to-side indoor similarity) compared to intervention group 
(indoor-to-outdoor comparisons)

Conclusions & Future Applications
Primary Study Findings

- Two specific raw gait signals with high similarity scores newly identified: 
Acceleration X (SI axis) shank & Angular Velocity Y (ML axis) shank

Secondary Study Findings
- Defined new control method for similarity testing
- New statistical comparison method for similarity testing

Applications
New identification of specific signals from wearable IMU’s for deep learning 
model (enables moving from retrospective to real-time gait analysis):
1. Help develop exoskeletons/prosthetics (to assist gait disabilities, by 

programming soft muscle-like dielectric elastomer actuator “smart 
materials”)

2. Use gait for medical diagnosis (in early assessment of neuromuscular 
disorders in all ages, inc elderly)

VALIDATION - Assess data model in pathologic gait
- Use this gait analysis technique (healthy patients) to assess data from 

neuromuscular disease patients
- Lab has cerebral palsy data for the study

TRANSLATION - AFO control module programming
- Machine learning programming with gait detection (develop 

programming for robotic prosthetics for patients with cerebral palsy)
- Train machine learning models using these 2 signals
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